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2024 Is Year Two of The New World Order  
 
To begin, happy New Year, happy Valentines, happy Chinese New Year and Holi. Enjoy 
the celebrations while and if you can because what’s coming will only get worse with this 
New World Order and a Global Reset, and this will go on for decades. We are living in a 
time of destruction to humanity. We are living in the end times, not the destruction of all 
of the wonders we have built to enjoy, but the destruction of humanity. They will keep 
everything we have built, as they have already taken over all over our wealth. They have 
99% of all of the wealth, and we are struggling with 1%. We are at the crossroads of 
history, and we are witnessing genocide against the Palestinians and war crimes across 
the world. It is a sad and devastating time is history and will only get worse. Look back at 
the timeline of wars in the 1900s and picture what’s coming. Except that the end times 
with depopulating the world to 500 million where many will be born from labs, digital 
enslavement with digital currencies, wars everywhere, ongoing injections. We will look 
at reports that came directly from people’s mouth that confirms that what’s taking place 
in Palestine is a genocide against the native population of that land.  
 
The New World Order is here, as the Great Reset continues. It was Klaus Schwab who 
said ‘You will own nothing and you will be happy, and we can clearly see food prices 
skyrocketing as more food plants are burned down, along with the burning down of a vast 
area in the Amazon, while many countries are set up for wars and destruction.  
 
As a reminder, the ‘Trilateral Commission calls 2023 ‘Year One’ of new world order. At 
the meeting, ‘The speaker, who cannot be identified according to commission rules, went 
on: “Three decades of globalization -- defined as integrated, free-market based and 
deflationary -- has been replaced by what will be a multidecade period of globalization 
defined as fragmented, not-free-market-based but industrial-policy based and structurally 
inflationary. This year, 2023, is Year One of this new global order.” 
 
 
YOUR FEAR IS THEIR DESIRE 
 
How did I celebrate New Year? I got up early and decided to get into shape instead of 
waiting for spring. I headed down to the mall. I arrived around 8:30am and I walked 
indoors for about an hour, as I do not trust what we are breathing outdoors from the air. 
So I had a great start. I walked for a good hour or so. As I was heading home, in the 
parking lot, I found my car with a flat tire. It certainly wasn’t like that when I arrived. I 
changed my tire and that only took a few minutes, as the weather was good. So that really 
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got me in shape to start of the New Year. I later went to the gas station and inflated the 
flat tire, and immediately, I could hear the shhhh sound deflating the tire immediately, so 
it should have deflated immediately in the parking lot, which I would have noticed as I 
got out of my car. There’s a spike in the tire.  
 

 

Wah wah wah & A Happy New Year. I’m 
not surprise at all with this flat tire. I 
should have expected it. I can tell you, 
that if you’ve been as dedicated as I have 
been with all of songs - over 100 songs 
and over 15 books, someone is after you. 
Is that the case here? I don’t know. See 
for a wah wah wah to wow story!+  

At home I then changed three tires as I have 3 sets of tires. And I’ve been driving with 
these tires for about over a week.  About a week later, at the mall, as I went to my car, 
one tire was half deflated. I drove home, and by the next day this tire was flattened out, 
however, this one may have a leak at the rim, even though this other tire was on for at 
least a week now. 
 
A Global world - We can see the changes everywhere or we’ve heard about them 
The Georgia Guide stones which was created a few decades ago and recently taken down 
actually told us of this future. It has ‘A message consisting of a set of ten guidelines or 
principles was engraved on the Georgia 'Guidestones in eight different languages, one 
language on each face of the four large upright stones. Moving clockwise around the 
structure from due north, these languages were English, Spanish, Swahili, Hindi, Hebrew, 
Arabic, Traditional Chinese, and Russian. And today we hear a lot of different languages. 
But also, this guidestone, stated a population of 500 million. Not a few billions of people, 
not a billion people, but 500 million people, and my guess is that will be by 2070. 

We can clearly see that countries are being set up for World War III, where many other 
things will take place during these wars, such as reducing the population. We continue to 
read about a world of ongoing vaccination which will no doubt determine how long you 
will live. 

Lots of changes are coming 
While the world is taken up with worldwide protests, and wars, there are plans for 
ongoing vaccination, CBDC, depopulation of the world, and where humans will have a 
very small part in reproduction in the future generation. It’s here the New World Order, a 
global world being restructured. It’s called the Great Reset.  
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VALENTINES GIFT OF THE HEART 
Valentines should be everyday and not just one day 
out of the year. 
 
 

  	  
	  
	  
Valentines is a time for romance. A time to 
share love. It’s much more than romance. It’s 
a time to spend time together and share 
precious moments, whether over lunch, 
dinner, at the movies, at home having a meal, 
or at home watching a show, or doing 
something you enjoy like skating, ‘walking in 
the park and throwing stones’, and much 
more. Cards, flowers, chocolate and diamonds 
are often given as a sign of this love and 
friendship. Although valentines has its roots in 
pagan traditions, most people are not aware of 
it, nor think of valentines as a pagan 
celebration, but as a celebration of love.  

The lyrics below are sections of songs 
written by Fisal Ally. For complete 
lyrics and independent recordings of 
Fisal (Fizal ) original songs, please 
visit  www.allymedia.ca.  
 
SoCrazy4u 
By now you know how I feel, My love, 
my love for you is real, Oh well my 
heart is aching, my legs keeps shaking, 
I’m so crazy for you, so crazy for you, 
so crazy for you, sooooo crazyyyyfor 
you. 
 
TRUE LOVE 
I’ll send you all my love, in a letter 
sealed with kisses, girl you know my 
love is genuine. I’ll send you all my 
love, whenever I’m far away, girl you 
know it’s true, you’re the one. I’ll be 
missing you everyday, I close my eyes 
and I think of you, girl you know it’s 
true, you’re the one. True love could 
never die, true love could never part, it’s 
like magic in the air, just like magic in 
the air. 
 
 
THESE FEELINGS 
(ESTOS SENTIMIENTOS) 
Mi amor porti, nunca podra morir, pero 
se tu teva, mi corazon se destruida. 
Amor eterno, amor eterno, amor por 
siempre, amor or siempre…Te necisito, 
nunca nunca medejes, necisito tu amor, 
nunca me dejes. I need you more, never 
ever let me go, I need your love, never 
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On February 14, around the globe, couples 
celebrate their love for each other as romance 
was in the air, everywhere. And if your 
celebration is about friendship instead of 
romance, a yellow rose signifies friendship, 
and a red rose signifies love.  
 
 
The best gift for valentines is your kindness, 
thoughtfulness and most of all your heart. 
Valentines’ for everyone. It’s important to 
give to the elderly, your parents, and people 
that have nobody. Kind words are important, 
or you can give a hug and or a kiss to the ones 
in your lives.  
 
Whether it’s a kiss goodnight or a kiss 
goodbye, valentines should be everyday and 
not just one day out of the year. 
	  
 

let me go. Never ending love, never 
ending live, ever-lasting love, ever-
lasting love. 
A KISS GOODNIGHT 
Everyone needs someone to hold them 
tight and make things right, everyone 
wants someone to kiss goodnight. 
Everyone needs a friend, they can count 
on to be around, Everyone wants 
someone to kiss goodnight. A kiss 
goodbye in the morning, to hold you 
tight in the evening, everyone wants 
someone to kiss goodnight. 
 
 
SOMETIMES 
Sometimes I close my eyes, all I see is 
your smiles, sometimes I drift away, all 
I see is your smiles, I thirst and hunger 
for your love, baby I love you 
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ROOTS BACK TO INDIA 
 
By Fisal Ally; published on February 14, 2024. 
Research information and links were placed on www.allymedia.ca over the past months. 
 
Some of the biggest names in the entertainment industry are said to have roots back in 
India. Some of these people are: Elvis Presley, Pablo Picasso, Gipsy Kings, Carlos 
Santana, Charlie Chaplin, Yul Brynner, Rita Hayworth, Michael Caine, Denny Laine, 
Robert Plant who is the lead singer of Led Zepplin, Zlatan Ibrahimovic, Andrea Pirlo and 
many more… 
 
How is that? And how did they get to Europe, America and other places? So the King of 
Rock ‘n Roll have Indian roots. According to a number of videos he does. Why are some 
so pale and where others like Yul Brynner gets so dark? I always wondered why Elvis 
would become so dark at times. Some say he has Native American blood and that he said 
he does. That’s up to these people to debate on. I’m presenting what these videos are 
saying. 
 
People have been traveling across the lands for thousands of years, but what is very 
visible across Europe are people of the Roma and Sinthi background. Although many 
were mixed with the native populations over the centuries and looks like the natives of 
those lands, many are of darker complexion and looks like many have maintained a high 
Indian genetics, as many marry into those communities only, while others only wants to 
identity with the native communities, so they are not stereotyped. Many still have dark 
complexion.  
Disclaimer: The information presented on the cover and in this article came from various 
websites. Hopefully these are all verified by them, if not, as if changes are made then I 
will make clarifications and point out the new information.  
 
References: 
My top 10 famous gypsies; youtube.com/watch?v=HyyibP2UKkw  
Who are the Romanis part3?Famous#romani; youtube.com/shorts/heUlyMpePRc 
Song of gypsies; youtube.com/shorts/NZgVzfwiZ3g 
 
 
A BRIEF VIEW ON HOW THEY GOT TO THE LANDS FOR RICHES AND FAME 
 
My view is they journeyed out of India for work, and not as being told that Islam entered 
and drove them out. History can be very bias, depending on who is writing it, and its 
written to suit their agendas. And this is also why they would change it up when they’ve 
accomplished their goal. At one time they will say something is bad for you, and then at 
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another time they will say it’s good for you. At one time they will say these people at bad 
and then at another time they will make corrections. Sounds all scripted. Like William 
Shakespeare stated, all the worlds a stage, meaning it’s all scripted and filled with actors, 
and today we hear on the mainstream media which is also owned by them to help them 
accomplish their goals, that even the news anchors and politicians are referring to people 
in high positions as actors.  
 
My view is when laborers are required or demanded around the world, people are taken 
there, whether kidnapped, lied to, or they go on their own free will. What I’m saying is 
the people that left India / Pakistan that entered Iran, then headed to Armenia and into 
Europe and began to go in different directions let India for work, and not what they are 
saying that the Muslims invaded India and the people left. As far as I know, where 
Muslims when, they mainly went as traders and the people of those lands became 
Muslims because they chose to, and we see people in droves coming to Islam today, 
which is the fastest growing way of life in the world. 
 
I’ve read that at least a million Indians went to Iran to work as musicians and 
entertainers, and other professions. Did the Muslims drive these people out? Of course 
not. And over time they continued to different lands as they hear of places in demand for 
laborers. What I also heard is they began leaving about 1,000 years ago, and 600 years 
ago the Turkish brought Indians into Europe as slaves, but it was probably to work as 
indentured laborers, and it’s probably the natives of those lands enslaved them, if there 
was slavery. Another video I say was where a family of Indian background in Romania 
said that their grandparents spoke Indian languages, and that they’ve been there for only 
300 years. This means that the Indians were being brought through out the centuries to 
work. Unfortunately, they were mistreated by the natives of those lands in the way the 
Blacks from Africa were mistreated in America and kept down, until many ended up in 
ghettoes and living a poor life. Sure, blame it all on Muslims and Islam, when today, we 
see that countless people in the Western World are becoming Muslims to lead a better 
life. And if you don’t believe me, then read their stories. 
 
Many of these people that lives across Europe, the Middle East and North Africa, where 
many have maintained a lot of their Indian genetics are known as Roma or Sinthi people. 
A few hundred years ago they were given the name Egyptian which then because Gipsy, 
because of their dark complexion and not knowing where they came from. Their 
language, which they maintain, is very similar to Indian languages and also has at least 
100 words from Armenia where many have lived for at least 100 years during their 
journey. 
 
According to a number of YouTube videos, the name mentioned above along with many 
others have some Roma roots, meaning that some of their roots goes directly back to 
India / Pakistan. 
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January / February 2024 

BLACK HISTORY  MONTH 
A glance at the Black genius, Lewis Latimer 
 

 
Black History Month educates 
people on many ‘Blacks’ and 
their contributions to the 
world. 

Black History Month 2024 in America and Canada 
commenced on February 1 and continues to February 
29.  
Carter G Woodson 
Carter G Woodson had started the Association for the 
Study of Negro Life and History (ASALH) back in 
1912 to recognized ‘Black Scholars, Historians and 
son’s of former slaves.’ On February 12, 1962, he 
started Black History Week, which later, in the 1960s, 
became Black History Month. 
 
Throughout the centuries, many ‘Blacks’ have made 
great contributions. But how many of you heard about 
the genius, Lewis Latimer. This article provides some 
brief information on this genius.  
 

 

 
 
Disclaimer: 
The two photos may not have anything to 
do with Black History months, but were 
licensed from www.depositphotos.com for 
writing this article. The small boy in this 
photo is not Lewis Latimer. 

Lewis Latimer, the electrical pioneering genius 
Back in the 1800s, Lewis Latimer had worked with 
inventors such as Alexander Graham Bell, and Thomas 
A. Edison.   He had invented the carbon filament light 
bulb in 1897, where he had spent hour after hour and 
day after day carrying out thousands of tests that led to 
the use of the electric light across the globe. He had 
also worked in New York, Philadelphia, Montreal and 
London supervising the installation of public electric 
lights. He had worked with Bell and had also drawn up 
the diagrams for the patent of the telephone. He was on 
Edison’s research team and was a witness in court for 
Edison’s patents. He had contributed greatly to the 
development of the United States with his many 
inventions. His patents were: Water closet for railroad 
cars, improvement on electric lamp, process for 
manufacturing carbon filament, arc light glove support, 
patent for apparatus for cooling and disinfecting, device 
for locking hats, coats, and umbrellas on hanging racks. 
He also wrote ‘the first book on electric lighting called 
Incandescent Electric which was a technical 
engineering book and thus became a guide for lighting 
engineers.  
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References and quotes: 1) Article: Black History; Reference: Cariwave Magazine, 2017 Valentine’s 
Edition, p.4 
2) Article: Black History; https://asalh.org/african-americans-in-times-of-war/ 
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GAZA AND CIVILIANS UNDER 
DESTRUCTION 
 
By Fisal Ally 
Published on February 14, 2024 
The information in this report was posted on www.allymedia.ca  
and modified for this magazine 

 
Most	  of	  the	  world	  are	  with	  you,	  

Not	  in	  our	  name	  
	  
Disclaimer: If there are errors or incorrect information, once brought to my attention, I 
will carry out further research and make clarifications. I am continuing my research on 
this history for a second edition…Fisal Ally 
	  
	  
	  
Introduction	  
	  
Section 1 - Swedish Prime Minister on genocide against the Palestinians 
Section 2 - Israel bulldozing of graveyards except one with British,  
                  Australian and Jewish soldiers 
Section 3 - Israeli Teacher imprisons and interrogated 
Section 4 - ICJ Ruling 
Section 5 - Analyst holds Europe accountable for Israel-Gaza conflict 
Section 6 - Indian TV presenter stood up to her Israeli guest on his accusations 
Section 7 - Rafa situation and possible destruction 
	  
	  
	  
Introduction 
 
The world will not stand by in silence as this genocide against the Palestinians takes 
place. Thanks to social media,  this time, the whole word is witnessing a genocide against 
innocent people. We clearly see the destruction and driving out the people of Palestine 
from their native historical homeland. Why would Hamas allow this? You must also ask 
who created Hamas and why? Have Hamas done anything good for the Palestinians?  
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We always hear of the name of a country fighting wars. Did the people of that country 
instigated and created these wars? There are only a few rich families that ones most of the 
world wealth. So you would think that they are the ones that’s creating these wars for 
total global control.  
 
Israel have been imprisoning their own citizens for not supporting the war crimes against 
the Palestinians. An eighteen year old who refused to go into the arm was jailed for a 
month then released and is called up again. A teacher was also imprisoned and then 
released. There’s mostly likely many others. Outside of Israel, like in places like Canada 
and the US, some have lost their jobs for speaking up. This should make you wonder 
whose war is this. Is it just Israel’s or others that created Israel and control governments 
and politicians around the world? Many around the world have stated that this is genocide 
against the Palestinians, and these words and the truth are coming from their own mouths. 
 
Section 1 - Swedish Prime Minister on genocide against the Palestinians 
 
Did the Swedish prime minister slipped up when the question ‘Do they have the right to 
genocide now?’ was asked. The Swedish Prime Minister, Ulf Kristersson, answered 
“Sweden and the EU stand united in that Israel has the right to genocide self-defence!” 
(ref1). 
 
He spoke for Sweden and the whole EU. What do these words tell you? Let’s see what 
people are saying in the comment section of the video. Below are only four out of the 
hundreds of comments: 
1) ‘That’s called a Freudian slip, which is basically when you accidentally say something 
that your subconscious mind actually believes.’ 
2) ‘It is becoming embarrassing, our world is being run by corrupt cowards.’ 
3) God is exposing the truth right from their mouths. 
4) They all know its genocide rather than self defense. 
 
Another video states, ‘Diplomats walkout during Israeli ambassador UNSC speech 
“Today you have an historic opportunity to shift the focus of this council’ The speech 
went on ‘To the real and grave security threat, the Middle East is suffering from a 
cancer…’ 
 
The question is, what caused the cancer? 
 
Section 2 - Israel bulldozing of graveyards except one with British, Australian and 
Jewish soldiers 
 
The world have witnessed through social media that Israel IDF are also attacking the 
dead, where ‘At least 16 cemeteries in Gaza have been desecrated by Israeli forces, 
satellite imagery and videos reveal’ (ref3). How horrific are these war crimes and 
genocide and against the Palestinians. The articles (ref 3) states: ‘The international 
destruction of religious sites, such as cemeteries, violates international law, except under 
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narrow circumstances relating to that site becoming a military objective, and legal 
experts told CNN that Israel’s acts could amount to war crimes.’ 
 
‘A spokesman for the IDF could not account for the destruction of the 16 cemeteries 
CNN provided coordinates for, but said the military sometimes has “no other choice” but 
to target cemeteries it claimed Hamas uses for military purposes.” 
 
According to the article, ‘The IDF said rescuing the hostages and finding and returning 
their bodies is one of its key missions in Gaza, which is why bodies were removed from 
some gravesites’ (ref3). 
 
‘South Africa raised the IDF’s destruction of graveyards in Gaza as part of its case at the 
International Court of Justice arguing ISRAEL IS COMMITTING GENOCIDE. Israel 
denies the allegation, but Dill said that while the destruction of cemeteries alone does not 
amount to genocide, it can add to evidence of Israel’s intent’ (ref3) 
 
Just half mile away they left a grave untouched with mostly British and Australian 
soldiers 
 
‘Just a half mile away from the destroyed Al-Tuffah cemetery, east of Gaza City, a 
cemetery holding the bodies of mostly British and Australian soldiers who died in World 
War I and II stands largely intact. A crater on the burial grounds appears in satellite 
imagery between October 8 and October 15, but it has otherwise been untouched by 
the war’ (ref3) 
 
The article went on to say (ref3), Israeli soldiers even posed with an Israeli flag by the 
grave of a Jewish soldier buried there and another image posted to social media shows 
a tank sitting on the edge of the graveyard - respecting the sanctity of that hallowed 
ground. The respect of some of the dead, but not others, is in contravention of 
international law, Muna Haddad, a human rights lawyer and researcher on the 
treatment of the dead, crime of ‘committing outrages upon personal dignity’ under 
the Rome Statue,” she said. 
 
The question is, if Hamas was hiding in the cemeteries, then why would Hamas hide in 
all of the 16 Palestinians cemeteries, but not in the one as mentioned above that have 
British, Australian and Jewish soldiers? Is Hamas protecting the cemetery with the 
British, Australian and Jewish soldiers? Then with all of the destruction and war crimes 
taking place then you must ask is Hamas working for and who are they protecting. 
Because of Hamas actions the whole of Gaza is being destroyed, along with attacks in the 
West Bank, and drawing many countries into these conflicts. If Hamas were not in those 
cemeteries then Israel had deliberately destroyed those cemeteries and must be taken up 
not only for Genocide as South Africa claims, but for it’s war crimes. But the question is, 
is there anyone more powerful than Israel and the ones that created and controls Israel to 
stop this genocide and destruction?  
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Section 3 - Israeli Teacher imprisons and interrogated 
 
Israelis that are speaking up against what Israel is doing are being imprisoned. Recently, 
an 18 year old, as seen in a video, was imprisoned for a month and then released and is 
being called up again to join the army, but he stated that he will refuse again. Recently an 
Israeli teacher was also imprisoned and was recently released.  
  
The Israeli teacher, Baruchin says (ref4), ‘Here in Israel for generations, we kill the 
Palestinians. We injured the Palestinians. We have more than 1500Palestinians in 
administrative detention. We demolish their houses here in Jerusalem. We cut down their 
olive trees. We confiscate their property. The waters. And most Israelis expect them to 
accept it…they blame them, the Palestinians…How can expect the Palestinians to live 
under occupation for ever? Every Israeli citizen knows this clearly, that if you show the 
slight sentiment towards the people of Gaza. If you criticize killing the innocent, 
including women and children in Gaza, you will be politically persecuted. You will go 
through public shaming. You will lose your job - and in my case be put in jail.”  
 
Baruchin went on to say that most Israeli do not know what is going on in Gaza. He 
says their mainstream media does not show what goes on in Gaza and what we are doing 
Gaza. 
 
Many are also being censored. There’s a Youtube called: many of my shows have been 
cancelled: Chinese Artist, Ai Weiwei on Israel, Gaza & Censorship: Democracy Now; 
January 22, 2024. This title speaks for itself. There are more cases that are not mentioned 
here. 
 
 
Section 4 - South Africa’s filing on genocide against the Palestinians and the ICJ 
Ruling 
 
There have been ongoing massive protests across the entire world against what many 
around the world is claiming as genocide against the Palestinians. After the ICJ hearing 
of South Africa’s claims that Israel is committing genocide, according to the article (ref 
5) by Isaac Chotiner on January 27, 2023, ‘The court did not order a ceasefire, but its 
finding that Israel is the subject of “plausible” claims that it is in violation of the 
Genocide Convention is momentous, an International-law expert says.’ 
  
‘The ruling of the I.C.J - which is distinct from the International Criminal Court - fell 
short of finding Israel guilty of having committed genocide, but such a decision could 
take years; South Africa had also urged the court to order an immediate ceasefire which it 
did not do. (The court does not have an enforcement mechanism.) But the ICJ still found 
the cause for great concern about Israel’s military actions, and also the statements of its 
leaders’ (ref5). 
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The YouTube video (ref6) states from January 26, 2024 states, ‘Israel must comply with 
the key ICJ ruling ordering to do all in its power to prevent genocide against Palestinians 
in Gaza. 
 
Israel is being warned about their war crimes, but it seems like nothing is going to stop 
Israel from wiping Gaza of the map, as Netanyahu had shown a map of Israel without 
Gaza and the West Bank. ‘Israel must comply with the key ICJ ruling ordering to do all 
in its power to prevent genocide against Palestinians in Gaza’ (ref6) 
 
The article (ref6) from January 26, 2023 states: The ruling issued by the ICJ ordered six 
provisional measures including for Israel to refrain from acts under the Genocide 
convention, prevent and punish the direct and public incitement to genocide, and take 
immediate and effective measures to ensure the provision of humanitarian assistance to 
civilians in Gaza. Crucially, the Court also ordered Israel to preserve evidence of 
genocide and to submit a report to the Court, within one month, of all measures taken in 
line with its order.  
 
‘Agnes Callamard, Secretary General of Amnesty International (ref6), said “Today’s 
decision is an authoritative reminder of the crucial role of international law in preventing 
genocide and protecting all victims of atrocity crimes. It sends a clear message that the 
world will not stand by in silence as Israel pursues a ruthless military campaign to 
decimate the population of the Gaza Strip and unleash death, horror and suffering against 
Palestinians on an unprecedented scale.”’ 
 
So you must wonder who really controls these professional organizations, if they allow 
with countless politicians across the entire globe does have any power to stop this 
genocide and to watch as the destruction of the world takes place, which will one day 
also come to their own nations.  
 
Let’s say a year from now, if the decision turns out to be Israel have committed genocide. 
What would it matter then? Israel and its creators and rulers would have already 
accomplished what it has set out to do, and that’s to wipe Gaza and the West Bank out as 
per their own map. Let’s say that Israel admits genocide and takes the blame. The people 
will be stained with hate, but the ones higher up have already succeeded in driving out 
the people as they have succeeded in the past since 1948, while they destabilize the 
region and restricted the region as they said that this was their plan. And who created 
Hamas? It certainly was not the Palestinians; Ron Paul in around the year 2006 told the 
world who did and why. 
 
Section 5 - Analyst holds Europe accountable for Israel-Gaza conflict 
 
These problems began in 1948 when Britain gave Palestine to what is known as Israel 
today, even though Palestine have existed for thousands of years and the native 
Palestinians of Palestine were living throughout all of Palestine carrying out their daily 
lives and business. Why didn’t Britain instead give part of Britain to the Israelis, instead 
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of giving someone’s land, which was fully populated, to another group of people? Whose 
to be blamed for all of these war crimes on the Palestinians? 
 
In the article, We Europeans created the problem’: Analyst holds Europe accountable for 
Israel-Gaza conflict published on Feb 12, 2024 (ref 9), Yanis Varoufakis says European 
countries share responsibility for the atrocities being committed in Gaza. “We Europeans 
created the problem…We are playing a vicious role in its perpetuation,” Varoufakis told 
Al Jazeera. 
He further stated that “while the official EU position was to support a two-state solution, 
European countries are “completely” in support of the Netanyahu government, “whose 
life’s work has been the destruction of any prospect of a Palestinian state:” 
 
Section 6 - Indian TV presenter stood up to her Israeli guest on his accusations 
 
In the youtube video (ref7), Youtube.com/shorts/Ff89dnvKuD8; Feb5, 2024;The 
National AAE channel; Israeli guest accuses Indian TV presenter of wearing Palestinian 
flag colors’, her Israeli guest made some accusations against her sari and she stood up to 
him. He stated, ‘And I can see the colors that you are wearing purposely and that’s why I 
am purposely wearing blue and shite because with all due respect, the green, the red, and 
the black which you are purposely wearing - blue and while will always prevail (referring 
to the color of the Israeli flag). 
 
The TV presenter responded in a scholarly manner stating,  “Lets not divide colors on the 
basis of religion. It sometimes happens in my country as well, and also to tell you, 
Fredric, the garment I’m wearing is a sari and it’s my grand mother’s. If she was alive, 
she would have been about 105 years old today. She didn’t know what Israel-Hamas 
conflict was, and this sari nowhere signifies any support any side. I will not let you 
choose what I wear and I will not let you choose what I say.” 
  
Section 7 - Rafa situation and possible destruction 
 
In the video (ref9), called “We Europeans created the problem’: Analyst holds Europe 
accountable for Israel-Gaza conflict published on Feb 12, 2024, Yanis Varoufakis says 
‘close to one and a half million Palestinians are sheltering in Rafa, where an Israeli 
ground offensive is threatened here’s what a few of them are expecting the numbers of 
dead and wounded people here will be huge if Israel storms Rafa.  
 
 
Conclusion 
 
With this mass destruction and genocide taking place, one must ask who Hamas is 
working for? Why did Hamas kidnapped Israeli citizens and will not release them, which 
have led to the destruction of Gaza, violence in the West Bank and war breaking through 
the Middle East? That’s the question you must ask. And who created Hamas and why? 
What’s taking place in Gaza is worse than a primitive mentality. It’s barbaric. It’s 
genocide, and this is the beginning of the destruction of humanity. Such war crimes 
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should have never been allowed to take place, by the international bodies and other 
nations because from here on its only going to get worse, worse for most of the billions of 
people across this land. Let’s pray for the Palestinians and pray for an end to this 
genocide, since the rulers around this world and their leaders and politician’s shows that 
they really do not have any power. 
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Neuralink lab and animal cruelty as reported 
By Fisal Ally 
Published February 14, 2024 
 
Humans have put animals through hell especially through experimenting. We’re living in 
a world gone mad and it’s only going to get worse. Although people have been used in 
many experiments, it will only get worse for humanity. According to reports animals are 
being tortured during experiments from Elon Musk Neuralink lab. This report provides 
some of the information that’s publicly available 
 
The article (ref1) from February 1, 2024, states ‘ESCLUSIVEInside Elon Musk’s 
Newralink lab where 1,500 animals have been killed and test monkeys were subjected to 
‘extreme suffering’ 
-DailyMail.com can reveal that test monkeys had grueling operations on their skulls up to 
10 times each before being put down during the testing phase 
-Neuralink has killed at least 1,500 animals including sheep and pigs during its quest for 
a chip which will allow people to control devices with their minds. 
 
The article (ref3) further states, ‘The horrific animal testing performed to bring Elon 
Musk’s Neuralink project to life includes drilling holes into monkey’s heads and filling 
them in with glue, DailyMail.com can reveal.’ ‘In the week Musk claimed to have put a 
Neuralink implant into a human for the first time, documents show that the company used 
‘Bioglue’ to patch up the holes in the monkey’s heads after operations. 
 
This no doubt inhumane and torture. These animals are kept in captivity and are being 
tortured.  
 
The article (ref2) The Gruesome Story of How Neuralink’s Monkeys Actually Died by 
Dhruv Mehrotra and Dell Cameron on Sep 20, 2023 States ‘Elon Musk says no primates 
dies as a result of Neuralink’s implants. A WIRED investigation now reveals the grisly 
specifics of their deaths as US authorities have been asked to investigate Musk’s claims. 
 
According to the article (ref2) there’s ‘….bleeding in her brain and that the Neuralink 
implants left parts of her cerebral cortex “focally tattered.” ‘…those human trials could 
begin soon. Yesterday, neuralink announced that it had received approval from an 
independent review board to begin a study aiming to enable people with paralysis to 
control a computer keyboard or cursor with their thoughts.’ 
 
Animal cruelty 
 
Retrieved from on Feb 12, 2024 at 4:58 pm are the following information on Neuralink: 
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What did the Neuralink do to the monkey? A necropsy report indicates that she had 
bleeding in her brain and that the Neuralink implants left parts of her cerebral cortex 
“focally tattered.” Yet another monkey, Animal 22, was euthanized in March 202 after 
his cranial implant became loose; Sep 20, 2023 
 
How ethical is Neuralink? Reports from the trial have been grim, and U.S federal 
investigators launched an investigation into animal cruelty in 2022. It’s still ongoing. The 
animal rights group, Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine, claimed that only 
seven of the 23 monkeys used in the early Neuralink experiment survived. Sep 2023 
 
Why did the FDA reject Neuralink? The FDA rejected Neuralink’s application for human 
trials in 2022, citing several issues including the potential for the implant’s threads to 
migrate to other areas of the brain, Reuters reported, Jun 9, 2023. 
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GUYANA - VENEZUELA BORDER DISPUTES: 

VENEZUELA MOVES CLOSER, WHILE 
BRAZIL SENDS TROOPS TO THEIR BORDER 

 
 

 
Photo of the Kaieteur Falls (Essequibo, Guyana) licensed from www.depositphotos.com 
 
 

Guyana-Venezuela border conflicts of the 
Essequibo region of Guyana and the treaties 
Researched by Fisal Ally; First Edition published on December 20, 2023 on 
www.allymedia.ca at 8pm. This is the second edition. 
 
Published Feb 14, 2024 
Introduction 
There has been an ongoing dispute with border issues between Venezuela and Guyana. 
Before the Europeans made claims to Essequibo, the Indigenous people were living in the 
area. And even though Spain claims to the Essequibo region in the 15th century, The 
Treaty of Tordesillas was not signed nor recognized by others such as the Dutch, and the 
development in the Essequibo by the Dutch commenced in the 1500s. In the past the 
border disputes were resolved at:  Peace of Amiens (1802), 1899 Paris Arbitral Award, 
and the Geneva Agreement (1966) were acknowledged. The border issues were settled, 
but since Guyana’s oil discovery in 2015 Venezuela have been flexing its arms and also 
election is coming up in 2024 for Venezuela. 
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Disclaimer: This report is based on Fisal Ally’s research. Also based on Ally’s 
knowledge he presented some of his own views. If there are incorrect information and 
views, when brought to Ally’s attention, he will carry out further research and provide 
more information and updates. 
 
Disclaimer2: The researcher/writer of this article is not offering any advice, but is 
only providing information that’ s available to the public, along with some of his 
opinions and views. Reports may get updated, and links may change. If there are 
errors, once the writer becomes aware of them, he will carry out further research 
on the topics and make necessary updates and or clarifications. Also as I work on 
these reports criminals can steal them without me knowing. 

 
 
 
Introduction 

In the past and also recently, Venezuela have made claims to Essequibo in Guyana. In 
2015 when the Exxon, Hess, and CNOOC oil explorations commenced, Venezuela once 
again began making claims for the Essequibo region, as the oil companies explorations 
continued. In 2023 the President of Venezuela made statements that they will annex 
Essequibo and created a new map with Essequibo being a part of Venezuela. Recently it 
was written that "Guyana could become the Monaco for Latin America" (Ref 1). So we 
know that Guyana is doing very well because of its oil. So what’s the real problem here?   
 
 
Section I - Before the Europeans made claims to Essequibo, the Indigenous people 
were living in the area 

 
In the article (ref1) Venezuela builds forces near border with Guyana despite agreement 
to de-escalate published on 2024/02/09 states: ‘‘Satellite images show Venezuela had 
bolstered its milatry presence near the border with Guyana, despite Caracas saying it 
would pursue a diplomatic avenue to try and resolve the long-standing territorial dispute 
over an oil-rich piece of Guyanese land.’ 
 
‘In January, Venezuela bragged about expanding its military presence in the region in 
propaganda videos released on its army’s social media accounts, showing bulldozers 
clearing land, as well as light tanks and infantry fighting vehicles on the move and on Mi-
17 military transport helicopter’ (ref1). 
 
 
Reference 2 
Brazil’s military reinforces border with Venezuela and Guyana due to Esequibo by Bruno 
Kelly; February 3, 2024; 8:26 AM MST; 
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https://www.reuters.com/world/Americas/brazils-military-reinforces-border-with-
venezuela-guyana-due-esequibo-2023-02-02/ 
 
In the article ‘Brazil’s military reinforces border with Venezuela and Guyana due to 
Esequibo by Bruno Kelly published on February 3, 2024, states (ref2) ‘MANAUS, Feb 2 
(Reuters) - A convoy of military trucks and armored vehicles set off for Brazil’s northern 
border on Friday to reinforce the presence of the Brazilian army in response to tensions 
over Venezuela’s claim to Guyana’s Esequibo region.’ ‘More than two dozen armored 
cars arrived in Manaus by river transport and some left by road for Boa Vista, capital of 
Roraima state, where the local garrison will be increased to 600 soldiers, the army said in 
a statement.’ 
 
The article states  (ref2) ‘But C 
aracas’ revival of its claim nevertheless prompted Brazil to say it would not let Venezuela 
use Brazilian territory in Roraima to invade Esequibo, there being no other land route 
through the jungle.’ 
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Texas	  farm	  that	  produces	  approximately	  9.35	  
million	  eggs	  a	  day	  goes	  up	  in	  flames	  
By	  Fisal	  Ally	  
Published	  Feb	  24,	  2024	  
 
Many production facilities across the United States have been destroyed over the past few 
years, while many farms across the world are also being shut down, as food prices 
continues to go up. The article ‘Massive fire engulfs chicken farm in Texas, first 
responders say The cause of the fire is unknown’ (ref1) states, Article states: A huge 
blaze erupted as a chicken farm, Feather Crest Farms, outside of College Station on 
Monday, January 29, according to first responders. The Bryan Fire Department told the 
National Desk that first responders are still at the scene as of Tuesday morning, January 
30 (2024). 
 
The article ‘Another blow to the food supply: Explosion and subsequent fire devastate 
Texas chicken plant published on 02/02/2024 (ref2) states, ‘Feather Crest Farms has been 
in operation since the 1950s, but was purchased by Barrett family since the 1970s. 
Indiana-based MPS Egg Farms acquired Feather Crest in 202. The current operator is T.J. 
Klein, a graduate of Texas A&M University.’ Further more the article states ‘An April 
202 piece by Feedstuffs magazine expounded on MPS’ acquisition of Feather Crest. It 
noted: “The acquisition expands the MPS operations by approximately one million hens, 
for a total of 11 million hens producing approximately 9.35 million eggs a day. [It also] 
significantly enhances MPS’ geographic footprint, enabling the company to better serve 
existing and potential customers in Texas and beyond.” 
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EXTENSION TO  THE TRILOGY 
OF SAVITRI’S GARDEN WITH 

FRAUD AS REPARATION 
TAKES PLACE 

 

 

SAVITRI’S GARDEN 

ON REPARATIONS 
By Fisal Ally 
Published Feb 24, 2024 
 
The Fatal Conceit of the Caribbean Reparations Movement; 01/12/2023 by Rasheed J. 
Griffith; https://historyreclaimed.co.uk/the -fatal-conceit-of-the-caribbean-reparations-
movement/ 
 
Says: 
‘In April, a group of descendants of former plantation owners in Britain formed Heirs of 
Slavery, a lobby organization to champion reparatory justice for the Caribbean. In August 
(2023), the President of Guyana (Mohammed Irfaan Ali) amidst a domestic oil-fueled 
economic boom called for descendants of former plantation owners to pay reparations.  
 
Listed here are 3 points the article states: ‘Beckles’ overarching argument for reparations 
rests on three sub-theses across two books: 
1. The profit made by the British during the Atlantic trade of enslaved people from Africa 
to the Caribbean was a necessary criterion for Britain’s growth during the Industrial 
Revolution. 
2. The profit from slave-produced sugar on Caribbean plantations was a necessary 
criterion for the growth of Britain during the Industrial Revolution. 
3. The primary cause for the current underdevelopment and persistent poverty in the 
Caribbean was the extractive nature of British imperialism. 
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The Continuation of The Novels,  
The Trilogy of Savitri’s Garden by Fisal (Fizal) Ally 
Published 24, 2024 
 
Based on the first group of Indians that left India and arrived in Guyana, South 
America back in 1838.  
The section below were posted on www.allymedia.ca on January 24, 2024 
This is an update to what was posted with corrections and modifications. 
 
 
We’ve been hearing a lot about reparations over the past decades, along with damages 
brought about through slavery. This is a fictitious view with protagonists and antagonists, 
as in the days of slavery…Fisal Ally, starting JANUARY 24, 2024 AT 7:30PM 
Edmonton time. There will be updates and error fixes. 
 
In a cafe 
 
Jay entered a café and sat down at a table. Next to him on the other table are two females 
and two males, chatting and enjoying their coffee and snacks. 
 
About ten minutes later, Jay sipping on his cappuccino reading a newspaper, when one of 
the men said ‘coolie.’ He said coolie again. Jay continued to read the newspaper, as the 
man’s voice rose saying ‘coolie.’ About 10 seconds later, Jay glanced over at them, and 
the man was showing the other man his cell phone, saying coolie, coolie, and then spelled 
out the word and said he’s filling in a puzzle. The man glanced at Jay and back to his cell 
phone. They were conversing all along and now all of a sudden he’s now doing a puzzle?  
 
Looking at his cell 
 
‘I got it. It’s coolie.’ 
‘What do you mean coolie?’ the other man asked? 
 
‘Jack just texted me this puzzle and asked me to complete the word.’ 
‘Where’s Jack?’ 
‘At a club, hanging out.’ 
‘Jack’s always at a club hanging out.’ 
‘And drinking.’ 
 
Jay glanced over again and smiled. 
‘I’m Jay.’ 
 
‘I’m John’ said the man who was saying coolie. 
‘I’m Sam.’ 
‘I’m Jenny.’ 
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‘I’m Rosie. Nice to meet you.’ 
‘Like wise.’ Jay said, ‘I know about slavery and Indentured laborers from India to the 
Americas starting in 1838 in a series called The Trilogy of Savitri’s of Savitri’s Garden 
by Fisal Ally. The Indians were labeled as coolies. 
 
John nodded. ‘I see. Jack sent me this puzzle just now and asked me to fill in the word 
and he some clues and he called out some words - Berbice. Guiana. And he said coolies 
were slaves.’ 
‘He has it wrong. The Indians that left India were people of various classes, and not 
coolies. And according to the Sheriff of Beribce located in British Guiana, there were no 
coolies, and he clearly stated that the Indians came from places like Agra, Lucknow and 
other places, and that the coolies known as the Danghur that lived in the hills near 
Calcutta did not arrive in Guiana.’ Jay paused and continued so they would get the full 
picture. “Indentured laborers although paid very cheap were treated as slaves,” Jay 
informed them. “And it was bad for some of the young females. They were assaulted by 
their white bosses in the field and nobody heard their cries, and they had to live with the 
pain for the rest of their lives.” 
“I’m so sorry to hear this,” Jenny said. They all took a moment to reflect. 
‘And you said Berbice?’ asked Rosie. 
‘Yes.’ 
‘I heard about Berbice having read about reparations,’ Rosie said. 
‘You have?’ 
‘Yes. Jack spoke about reparations and because his forefathers were heavily involved in 
the slave trade that their descendants will have to pay a great price for being involved in 
slavery. He spoke about Jamaica also and how many Scottish were involved in the slave 
trade their - and in Guiana. He’s worried about European countries having to pay trillions 
in reparations.’ 
‘Many have suffered,’ Jay said. ‘People’s labor is their wealth and that labor was stolen 
from millions of Africans that made Britain and many other places wealthy.’ 
‘Yes. Yes. I hear you,’ Rosie said. ‘I’m English and I fully agree that the Scottish and 
English should pay for their evils of the past. I’ve read a lot on slavery and have been 
reading the articles coming out on reparations.’ 
“You’re English and you don’t mind me speaking up?’ 
“Of course not,” replied Rosie. “Slavery in the Americas were evil and barbaric. How 
could my people be involved in stealing people’s children and then stealing their labor 
and mistreating them. That’s plain evil.’ 
“I’m also English,” John said. “We can’t change the past, but hopefully we could make 
the future better for all. 
“I’m Scottish,” Sam said. “I believe reparations should be paid out for such evil and 
destruction we’ve created in people’s lives.” 
“I agree,” said Jenny who is Irish. 
 
“I see a coolie,” Jack said.  
Jay heard Jack’s voice, having seen him through his cell phone. 
Jenny responded. “Jack have nothing good to say about anyone. He’s a redneck. 
Jack laughed. 
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They turned off their cell phones 
 
Jack sounds bitter, Jay said. 
John chuckled. Yeah bitter. Rich and bitter. He was given a silver platter - money 
inherited from slavery and indentured laborers. He’s lazy and does not work. He likes to 
manage, but likes his liquor a little too much. 
“Always drunk,” Jenny chipped in. 
“I feel sorry for him,” Jay said. 
Me too, Jenny nodded.  
 
 
Rosie received a message 
 
“I just received a message that says ‘coolie’,” Rosie said. “And I don’t know who sent it 
and why.” 
“It must be Jack,” John said. “I thought he would stop using that word. No. It’s not Jack. 
But I have to warn you incase you ever meet Jack amongst us. He’s a redneck. He 
pretends he likes diversity and multiculturism. He uses people to get what he wants.” 
 
Rosie showed everyone the cell message. They could not figure out where the message 
came from. 
 
 
In a club 
 
Salman was happy as he entered. “Where’s your flying carpet,” Jack said, joking. 
Simon laughed and said, “You’ll be flying in planes soon.” 
“That’s right. You won’t need your flying carpet anymore. He will soon be driving a 
Porsche,” Kaufman said. 
 
People of various backgrounds were talking about fame, about music, about TV shows 
and movies and writing scripts for shows. They were having a meeting, enjoying some 
snacks and drinks. 
 
“Why the big smile on your face today,” Jack asked. 
“I feel good,” Salman said. “Thanks to you my son was just accepted in college and in 
the college basketball team.” 
Everyone became excited and congratulated Salman. 
Salman continued. “I didn’t think he would have gotten in because of his height just 
under five feet ten inches. My son just played his first game and he did good. Sored many 
points.” 
 
Jack laughed. “That’s good news. I knew he would have gotten in.” 
Simon turned to Salman. “Nowadays you have to be over 6 feet to even be considered.” 
“Yeah. I know a thing or two. Thanks to Jack,” Salman said.  
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Jack laughed and said, “We know a thing or two.” He became agitated. Look! Just update 
us on songs and scripts.” 
“That’s right,” Chung turned to Salman and said, “And tell your brother he can’t sing.” 
“I will sing those songs,” Chico said. “And I can do them in Spanish also.” 
Simon smiled. “Yeah. Just keep us posted on songs.” He’s aboriginal said. 
Jack took a gulp from his drink and said, “Simon I hear your pockets are getting real 
heavy.” 
“I’ll catch up to you one day,” Simon replied. 
“Never!” Jack exclaimed. “Now give me all your money,” Jack sang. 
Simon started to laugh and he joined in the singing. “That’s what I want. That’s what I 
want.” 
Jack turned to Salman and said, “I got stacks of Qurans for you brother.” Jack is highly 
connected to Alb, Albie and Alber, who are facing lawsuits the music business. (See the 
last edition for an update on Alb, Albie and Alber).  
 
A few days later at the café 
 
They were texting each other back and forth. They had invited Jay to join them. 
“Don’t be so harsh,” Sam said. “You’ve spoken about reparations. Unfortunately this will 
affect all of us good folks who will have to suffer for what you forefathers have done.” 
Jack swore at Sam. “The wealth my forefathers made built the world.” 
 
“He’s bitter that Scotland, England and other nations are being called for reparations 
where these countries may go broke and become third world countries,” Rosie said. 
Slavery was horrible said Rosie. 
They can hear Jack in the background complaining. They are all moving here now.” 
“What? Who,” John added. 
“Coolies!” Jack proclaimed. “I hired four of them. They are stealing our jobs.” 
Sam replied, “ I know what you mean now. But you hired them. What do you pay them?” 
“Ten an hour,” Jack responded. 
“You’re suppose to start with at least fifteen an hour,” Rosie bellowed. 
“He must have read The Trilogy of Savitri’s Garden by Fisal Ally since he knows so 
much about coolies.” 
 
“He’s just like his forefathers,” John said.  
“Still robbing people,” Rosie added. 
 
Jack can hear everything they are saying. ‘You coolie! How dare you say those things.’ 
Jack began cursing and he knocked back his liquor. That’s right made in Demerara. 
 
The above was posted by Fisal Ally, Jan 24, 2024 8pm on www.allymedia.com and was 
modified for this report. The story continues below.) 
 
 
Public shaming his wife 
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It was 10am and two people joined them 
 
They just arrived in a red sports car. They introduced themselves to Jay. They are 
musicians and had just came from a children’s gig. Sue was wearing a red pants and a red 
cap a hat. They were enjoying their conversations. And they all learned that Jay is a 
songwriter and have written many songs. 
 
“You’re a songwriter. Then you must becareful of Jack and his crew,” John warned Jay. 
“Brenda and Shane knows all about what goes on in the music industry.” John pointed 
over at a table with five men and one transgender female and said, “The men are keeping 
an eye on their wives. That’s why they keep looking at their cell phones. They are filthy 
rich. Some of them have ancestors that were highly involved in slavery. They have 
different ways of making lots of money today.” 
“Why are they tracking their wives,” Jay asked. 
“Their wives went to early meditation classes,” Rosie said. “And they are tracking them. 
Sometimes they go shopping after meditating and yoga - if you know what I mean.” 
“Oh. I see,” Jay said. “You mean checking out men.” 
Everyone laughed. 
 
They watched as a male arrived in a red sports car similar to Brenda. He was also 
wearing a red pants, a red cap and red lipstick. He walked past them with a cell phone in 
his hand, glanced at Brenda and as he walked away, he pointed to his buttock. Brenda 
became angry. She was about the get up to confront him, but Shane held her back. 
 
“That’s called public shaming,” Rosie said. “He and his associates are in competition 
with Shane and Brenda and wants to destroy their music.” They watched as he waved at 
the table with the five men. He sat down a table and had a coffee. “They put him up to it. 
He’s getting messages on his cell. They know where Brenda and Shane are. They set him 
up to do this. It’s called public shaming.” 
 
Jay shook his head. “I know all about it being a songwriter.” 
Brenda shook her head. “Don’t tell me they are after your songs also.” 
 
The man in red lipstick passed by as he was leaving. He just received a message. He 
looked at Brenda and pointed at his buttocks again. Brenda pretended not to see him. 
Two females followed him, glanced at their phones as they received a message. They 
looked at Shane and pointed at their buttocks, as they continued on.  
 
Jay, Shane and Brenda exchange glances and sighed. They’ve been experiencing public 
shaming. 
 
An hour later, they departed. Shane and Brenda were driving when the red car passed by 
with the man wearing a red cap and red lipstick. 
 
“They are tracking us everywhere we go,” Shane know. “Don’t let it get to you.” 
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A week later, at another café, reading up on reparations 
 
Jay was sitting in a café studying The Trilogy of Savitri’s Garden, and reading up on the 
latest on reparations, when an Indian female with short skirt who just received a message 
on her cell phone walked up and stood right infront of him as he sat. He saw her from his 
peripheral vision, but not looking at her. She stood there for a while, but she did not break 
his concentration. She received a message and then sat down.  
 
Jay who does not carry a cell phone wondered who is sending them messages  
 
A discussion was talking place on reparations from some locals and online… 
 
TO BE CONTINUED…... 
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A glance at the Bollywood 
movie Sacha Jutha & wah 
wah wah!!! 
By Fisal Ally 

Published February 14, 2024 

A movie from the 1970s and you don’t have to worry about  nudity, as you do in 
Hollywood movies. A big time hit, a 10 out of 10 in acting, songs/music and script. 

While watching it, something caught my attention. And that got stuck in my head. And 
this is how it goes. 

WAH WAH WAH AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR 
About a week ago I was watching an old Bollywood movie with Mumtaz and Rajesh 
Khanna called Sacha Jutha where Rajesh acts double role. I watched about half an hour 
of the movie and then had to go out. Rajesh played his trumpet around time 24 minutes 
into the video, when Mumtaz walked up to him and said wah wah wah. I thought that was 
strange. I repeated what she sayd wah wah wah.After I said wah wah wah, I had to go 
out. I said the wah wah wah a few times. I then continued watching the movie the 
following day and repeated after Mumtaz and said wah wah wah; at time 24:30 in the 
movie. 
 
 
While I was watching it, a short commercial came up - it’s one of those quick 5 seconds 
commercial that anyone can create by taking a few small pieces of video and narrate over 
it. In the video a man in turban was driving a nice car and then they showed and Indian 
girl at the back, and a voice - obviously referring to the nice car - said wah turning to 
wow! I then decided to look at the English sub titles, and the subtitles showed wah for 
wow. I have never heard anybody saying wah wah wah for wow wow wow bfore. I’ve 
said wah wah before but that was refereeing to my guitar wah wah pedal. How does wow 
become wah? 
 
On old years day, I put on a youtube video from Guyana showing tours of the place. He 
had a big celebration to celebrate his 100 K subscribers. And he said wah wah wah 
wow!!! I’ve never heard him say that before. Then I watched some of his older videos 
and he was saying wow wow wow.  
 
 I just thought that was very interesting, turning wow wow wow to wah wah wah.  


